Hard Disk Manager (HDM) Advanced is an ultimate tool for PC users to keep hard disk healthy and data safe. The solution is designed to tackle most of the problems you might face while using PC.

**Highlights**
- Four tools, one user interface
- Organized and optimized storage
- Easy system migration to another PC
- Reliable data protection
- Secure utilization of outdated disks

**What's inside?**

**NEW**
- New wipe methods
  - trim free space
  - secure erase NVME SSD
  - secure erase SSD
- Linux Recovery Environment for HDM, download ISO
- Wipe reports, exportable to HTML, PDF or plain text
- E-mail notifications via user-configured SMTP server: GMail, Outlook.com, Yandex, Yahoo, Rambler
- Convert ReFS to NTFS in the ‘Convert FS’ dialog

**Advanced backup**
Automate backup jobs, choose backup strategy and never worry about losing any important data.
- Backup/restore system and data
- File Transfer Wizard
- Recovery media Builder

**System requirements**
- Windows 7 SP1 and later
- Intel Pentium CPU or its equivalent, with 300 Mhz processor clock speed
- 256 MB of RAM
- Hard Disk Drive with 250 MB free space, additional 1 GB will be required for the installation
- Internet Explorer 10.0 or higher

**Licensing**
Purchase a license for $49.95, valid for 1 PC

**About Paragon Software Group**
Since 1994, Paragon Software Group has delivered a wide range of software tools, solutions, and technologies. Our offerings range from low-level storage management and file system drivers to safekeeping and recovery of operational, business, and user data across heterogeneous platforms and environments.

**Erase data**
deleted data can be easily recovered, even retrieved from a mechanically destroyed disk. To protect your private data, always wipe disk before its utilization using industry-class wipe algorithms.